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Three-Dimensional Modeling of 900-MHz and
2.44-GHz Radio Propagation in Corridors

J. H. Tarng, W. R. Chang, and B. J. Hsu

Abstract—A three-dimensional (3-D) propagation model, com-
bined with a patched-wall model, has been developed to predict
radio loss in a corridor environment. The ray-tracing tech-
nique is used and combined with the ray-fixed coordinate system
to simplify the computations of transmission, reflection, and
diffraction coefficients in 3-D space. The computed path loss
is compared with the measured value of 900-MHz and 2.44-
GHz radio propagation along a hallway and gives a reasonable
agreement. It is also found that the fields transmitted through
the interior walls give the major contribution to the received field
when the radio path lies around a corner.

Index Terms—Field strength measurement, indoor radio prop-
agation, Raytracing technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

RADIO propagation in the UHF band has been proposed
as a basis for radio local-area networks (R-LAN’s) and

personal communications services (PCS’s) [1], [2]. These
systems such as DECT, CT2, CT3, and the universal portable
digital communications (UPDC) in the United States can
find important applications inside large office buildings. Their
implementation requires an understanding of the radio prop-
agation characteristics of the signal inside such structures.
Knowing the radio coverage inside the building, the allocation
of base stations can be determined.

Inside buildings, radio waves may experience reflection,
refraction, diffraction, and scattering by in-building structures.
Due to these effects, the transmitted signal most often arrives
at receivers by more than one path. It results in a phenomenon
known as multipath fading [3]–[5]. The multiple paths at the
receivers, including indirect paths and a direct path (if it ex-
ists), interfere with one another. In narrow-band transmission,
the multipath propagation yields both amplitude and phase
fluctuations of the received field. In wide-band pulse transmis-
sion, the effect is to produce a series delayed and attenuated
echoes for each transmitted pulse. In this research, the major
effort is focused on narrow-band (900-MHz and 2.44-GHz)
propagation. Although the physical indoor radio environment
is very complicated, there have been a number of recent
studies of indoor radio propagation modeling [6]–[14] because
of its practical importance. This research has developed both
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empirically based statistical [6]–[10] and theoretical models
[11]–[14].

In [11], the authors have shown that there are two significant
geometric features, which are the clear space between the
ceiling and furnishings or floor and reflection and transmission
at the interior and exterior walls that govern the propagation on
single floors in modern office buildings. They used absorbing
screens to calculate the excess loss in office and hallway
environments. In [12], Seidel and Rappaport have developed a
site-specific model by using the ray-tracing method to predict
propagation based on a building blueprint representation. The
concept of effective building material properties is developed.
The prediction is made in hallway environments with standard
deviation of error-of-path loss being around 5 dB. In [13],
the authors have proposed an idealized model in dealing with
the corridor environment. In [14], the authors have shown
that a circular polarized wave for line-of-sight (LOS) indoor
radio communications can significantly mitigate the multipath
fading. This research reveals that the radio propagation in
the corridor environment and polarization of the radio are
both important research subjects in indoor propagation mod-
eling.

In this study, a three-dimensional (3-D) propagation model,
combined with a patched-wall model, has been developed and
applied to predict 900-MHz and 2.44-GHz radio propagation
in a corridor environment with inclusion of polarization. There
are few papers dealing with 3-D propagation modeling in
an indoor environment. The model employs ray-fixed coordi-
nate systems and electromagnetic theory to predict both the
polarization and field strength of the received vector field.
The ray-fixed coordinate is a local coordinate system whose
coordinate-axes are determined by the direction of the incident
(reflected) ray and the normal unit vector of the reflecting
boundary. With this local coordinate, the calculation of the
reflection, transmission, or even diffraction coefficient of the
propagating radio wave is simplified, which saves a lot of
computer simulation time. In addition, the patched-wall model
can represent the physical radio environment properly. By
incorporating these two additional new treatments into the ray-
tracing technique, both the prediction accuracy and saving of
simulation time can be reasonably improved. Here, the model
is verified to predict 900-MHz and 2.44-GHz radio propagation
along a hallway and around a corner. The side walls of the
corridor are modeled by patches of different dielectrics. The
computed results are validated by the experimental results,
and the propagation mechanisms in these two environments
are explored.
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Fig. 1. Layout of measurement site of the floor. Rx and Tx represent the positions of the receiver and transmitter, respectively. There are 27 measured
positions for Route I (Tx 1–Tx 27) and 22 measured positions for Route II (Tx 28–Tx 49).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The mea-
surement setup and propagation environment are described in
Section II. In Section III, formulations of reflection, transmis-
sion, and diffraction coefficients are delivered in the ray-fixed
coordinate systems. The 3-D propagation model, combined
with the patched-wall model, is developed in Section IV. The
comparison between the computed and experimental results is
also illustrated in Section IV. Conclusions are discussed in the
last section.

II. PROPAGATION ENVIRONMENT AND

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Propagation Environment and Patched-Wall Model

The measurement site shown in Fig. 1 is at the ninth floor
of the Engineering Building Four at the National Chiao-Tung
University, Hsin-Chu, Taiwan, R.O.C. Measurements of 900-
MHz and 2.44-GHz propagation loss have been conducted in
a corridor. Two measurement routes are designed to reflect
the major geometric features of the corridor. There are paths
along the hallway (Route I) and around the corner (Route
II), as shown in Fig. 1. The width, height, and length of the
hallway are 2.6, 2.4, and 34 m, respectively. The floor of
the corridor is made of concrete. The major feature of the
ceiling is defined by the lighting fixtures made of metal. The
side walls are mainly made of plasterboard. However, some
sectors of the walls of the corridor are made of different
materials, for example, wood, metal, concrete, or even glass,
which will yield different reflectivity of the incident wave.
Neglecting the difference of reflectivity will degrade predicting
accuracy of the propagation model. Therefore, in [12], the
authors have proposed the concept of an “effective building
material” to reflect the physical and complicated constitutive

materials of the building walls. However, permittivity of the
effective material is not easy to determine since it depends
on the experimental data as well as the propagation model.
To simplify this problem, we introduce patches of different
dielectric constants and physical sizes to represent the physical
walls. It is called the patched-wall model. In Fig. 2, five
different patches with different sizes are used to represent the
side walls of the hallway since the side walls are made of
five different materials. It is noted that the size and dielectric
constant of each patch are chosen according to its physical
dimension and the material it is made of.

B. Measurement Setup and Procedure

Narrow-band (CW) signal-strength measurements were
made at 900 MHz and 2.44 GHz. A 0- or 15-dBm CW
signal was transmitted by a half-wavelength dipole antenna at
a height of 1.6 m above the floor. The transmitted signal is also
received by a half-wavelength dipole antenna with a 1.2-m
height. The receiver (Advantest R3261A) can instantaneously
measure the signal strength between 10 dBm to90 dBm
over a 10-KHz bandwidth for 900 MHz and over a 100-
KHz bandwidth for 2.44 GHz. The transmitting system
has been calibrated in an anechoic chamber. During the
measurement along the hallway (Route I), the transmitting
antenna is moved from position 1 to 27, while the receiving
antenna is stationary. For measurement around the corner
(along Route II), 22 measured points are conducted. At each
measured point, the measured field strength is obtained by a
spatial sector average over nine grid subpoints with a quarter-
wavelength spacing between neighboring points. To assure that
the propagation channel is time stationary, the measured data
has been averaged on screen over ten instantaneous sampled
values. Here, both antennas may have different polarizations.
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Fig. 2. Patched-wall model of the corridor. There are five different patches.

III. REFLECTION, TRANSMISSION,

AND DIFFRACTION COEFFICIENTS

The formulations of reflection, transmission, and diffraction
coefficients of different polarizations are given in this section
since they will be used in our model to compute the indoor path
loss. Because a 3-D model is constructed and polarizations of
the electric field are considered, a ray-fixed coordinate system
is introduced to simplify the calculations of these coefficients.

A. Ray-Fixed Coordinate Systems

Tracing rays in 3-D space in a building, including the polar-
ization of the field using a global coordinate system, requires
that the transmission, reflection, or diffraction coefficients of
the propagating field must be represented by 33 matrices.
The components of the matrix sometimes are difficult and
time-consuming to determine. When a ray-fixed coordinate
system is used, the matrix reduces to a 22, which is much
easier to determine.

An example of a wave reflected at a boundary is demon-
strated to describe how to apply the ray-fixed coordinate to
calculate the reflected field. In Fig. 3, one ray emitting from
point source intersects a boundary at position, where
it is reflected. Position is the observation point along the
reflected ray. The length of segments and are denoted
by and , respectively.

The reflected field at position is determined
by the incident field at position by the relation

(1)

where is called the reflection matrix and is a 3 3
matrix in the global coordinate system . In Fig. 2,
the incident and reflected ray-fixed coordinates, represented by

and , respectively, are introduced to

Fig. 3. The ray-fixed coordinate system associated with the reflection at the
boundary.

reduce the number of matrix elements.is the incident unit
vector along the direction from source point to reflection
point . is the reflected unit vector along the direction
from point to point . is the normal unit vector of the
boundary. Here, and , , are defined by

(2)

(3)

Vectors and are unit vectors in the incident (re-
flected) plane. In the and coordi-
nate systems, and are expressed
by and , respectively. With
these two coordinates, the component of the incident and
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reflected waves along the ray direction becomes zero, i.e.,
. Therefore, the functions in (1) can be reduced

to

(4)

(5)

(6)

where , , and .
Here and are reflection coefficients of perpendicular

and parallel polarizations, respectively, and are given by [15]

(7)

where and are the intrinsic impedance of the medium
one and two, respectively. The transmission coefficients of
perpendicular and parallel polarizations, represented byand

, respectively, are given by

(8)

It is noted that

(9)

where and are the angles of incidence and refraction,
respectively.

In the physical world, the structure of the building wall
is layered. Therefore, a layered structure is considered in the
computation of the transmission coefficients in our model. By
treating each layer as a segment of the transmission line with
a corresponding impedance, the transmission and reflection
coefficients of the layered structure are calculated by the

matrix and given by [15]

(10)

(11)

where the subscripts of and represent the incident wave
with and polarizations, respectively. Here, the ray-fixed
coordinate system is used.

The notations , , , and are given by

(12)

Coefficients in each matrix on the right-hand side of the
equation above are determined by the dielectric constant,
permeability, layered thickness, and refractive angle of the
corresponding layer. For example, for layer

(13)

(14)

(15)

where is the refractive angle. Notation is the layer
thickness, and is the index of refraction. It is given that

(16)

and and are the angles of incidence and refraction,
respectively.

It is noted that for polarization and
for polarization.

B. Diffraction Around Corners

The uniform theory of diffraction is employed to calculate
the diffraction field of the corner in the corridor. In Fig. 4,
a conducting wedge with angle2 is illustrated for
oblique incidence. Under the assumption that the wedge is
extended infinite along the direction, the diffracted -field
components, which are parallel and perpendicular
to the plane of diffraction (the shaded region in Fig. 4), is
given by [16]

(17)

where and are the diffraction coefficients of the soft
and hard polarization, respectively, and given by

(18)

with corresponding to the negative sign. Here, is
defined by

(19)

and is known as the transition function given by

(20)
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Fig. 4. Geometry of a 3-D diffraction by a conducting wedge with angle
(2� n)� for oblique incidence.

The argument of the transition function, which is
, is the wave number, and, a distance parameter,

is dependent on the form of incident wave and given by

plane wave incidence

cylindrical wave incidence

spherical wave incidence.

(21)

The function is defined as

(22)

where and ,
with or being a positive or negative integer or
zero—whichever most closely satisfies the equation, and

, , where and are the components
of and , which are the source and
receiver positions, respectively, in the cylindrical coordinate
system. Here, the-axis of the cylindrical coordinate system
is along the edge of the wedge.

The spatial attenuation factor , which describes how
the field intensity varies along the diffracted ray, is given by

plane, cylindrical wave incidence

spherical wave incidence.
(23)

Fermat’s principle is employed to locate the point of diffrac-
tion of the edge. The position of the point is given by [16]

(24)

where and are the source and re-
ceiver positions, respectively, in the cylindrical coordinate
system.

IV. PROPAGATION MODELS AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The principle of geometric optics is widely used to inves-
tigate the radio propagation in the complicated in-building
environment, for wireless communications applications [11],

[12], even though its applicability is confined to the high-
frequency region. This is because geometric optics are easy
to implement and more numerically efficient than low- and
intermediate-frequency scattering methods. In our model, the
geometric optic method is also used to trace significant direct
(if it exists), reflected, transmitted, and refracted rays by which
the field radiated by the source reached specified receiver
locations. Singly diffracted fields are also computed.

A. Ray-Tracing Technique

Ray tubes are introduced to segment the transmission over
the unit sphere. Each ray tube, chosen to have nearly equal
shape and area, is represented by a source ray during the
tracing process. Ray tracing is accomplished by an exhaustive
search of a ray tree accounting for the decomposition of the
ray at each building-object intersection. First, the algorithm
determines if a LOS path exists. Next, it traces a source ray
that is not the LOS path and detects if it intersects an object. If
no intersection is found, the process stops and a new source ray
is initiated. Once an intersection has occurred, it then checks to
see if the ray from the intersection point directly to the receiver
is received. If this ray is not received, the ray is identified as
reflected and computed. This ray is then treated in a fashion
similar to a source ray. Here, the transmitted rays are ignored.
This recursion continues until the ray intensity falls below a
specified threshold. The reception sphere [11], [12] is also used
to determine whether the traced ray approaching a receiving
point is received. The reception sphere radius is equal to2,
where is the unfolded total path length andis the angular
spacing between neighboring rays at the source.

B. Propagation Model

The models include direct, reflected, refracted, and dif-
fracted fields that are represented by the rays. Each propagation
mechanism is treated separately. The complex vector field of
the th ray at the receiver is given by

(25)

where is the vector field 1 m away from the transmitting
antenna, and are the field amplitude radiation patterns
of the transmitting and receiving antenna, and is the free-
space path loss of theth component with an unfold total path
length . Here, , calculated by (18), represents
the diffraction loss of theth ray. The reflection coefficients

are calculated by using (7)–(9) with incident angle.
It is noted that we have neglected the contribution of the

scattered field. This is because, most of time, its magnitude is
smaller than that of the specular reflection field.

C. Numerical Simulations and Comparisons

In the numerical simulation made with the models, a total
of 1800 source rays are generated and traced. It takes less than
1 min when computing the field at one receiving point on a
PC586-90. The dielectric constants of the patches, as shown
in Fig. 2, are chosen to equal 5.0 for the wooden door, 2.4 for
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Fig. 5. The measured and predicted path losses of the 900-MHz radio wave
as a function of propagation distance. The transmitting and receiving antennas
are both vertically polarized.

Fig. 6. The measured and predicted path losses of the 900-MHz radio wave
as a function of propagation distance.

the window [17], and 2.0 for the ceiling at both propagating
frequencies. Since the major feature of the ceiling is defined
by the lighting fixtures made of metal, the reflection by the
ceiling can be treated as diffused scattering to be neglected.
However, to improve the prediction accuracy, the concept of
effective material [12] is used here to determine the effective
dielectric constant of the ceiling from our experimental data.
For the plasterboard and concrete walls, the dielectric constants
are chosen to equal 9.0–j2.0 and 9.0–j0.74 for 900 MHz
and 2.44 GHz [17], respectively. In the case of propagation
along the hallway, two-dimensional (2-D), two and one-
half-dimensional (2-D), and 3-D models are simulated and
compared with one another. Here, the 2-D model only traces
the reflected rays at the side walls, and the 2-D model
includes not only the reflected rays from the side walls, but
also the singly reflected rays from the ground and ceiling. In

Fig. 7. The measured and predicted path losses of the 900-MHz radio wave
as a function of propagation distance. The transmitting and receiving antennas
are vertically and horizontally polarized, respectively.

the 2-D and 2 -D models, the polarizations of the radio wave
cannot be computed, but it is computed in the 3-D model.

1) Propagation Along the Hallway:In Fig. 5, the 900-
MHz path losses computed by four models are compared with
the experimental result measured along Route I, as shown in
Fig. 1, with both the transmitting and receiving antennas being
vertically polarized. The predictions employ 2-D uniform, 2-
D patched, 2-D uniform, and 2 -D patched models. The
propagation model, combined with the patched-wall model as
shown in Fig. 2, is called the “patched” model. Uniform means
that the permittivity of the side walls is uniformly distributed.
Both 2 -D models give better prediction accuracy than that
of the 2-D models, as is seen by comparing the values of
and , where represents the mean error (the difference
between the simulated and measured path losses) andis the
standard deviation of the error. These models have a larger
prediction error when the propagation distance is increased.
In Fig. 6, the path losses computed by 3-D uniform and 3-D
patched models are compared with the measured result. Both
models give better prediction accuracy than those of the 2-D
and 2 -D models. Above all, the 3-D patched model has the
best performance with dB and dB.

When the polarization of the receiving antenna is changed to
horizontal polarization, Fig. 7 shows the measured 900-MHz
path loss and the computed result using the 2-D uniform, 2-
D uniform, 3-D uniform, and 3-D patched models. The 3-D
patched model still gives the best accuracy, with 1.19
dB and 4.40 dB.

In the case of the 2.44-GHz radio wave propagating in the
hallway, the measured path loss and the computed results for
2-D uniform, 2 -D uniform, 3-D uniform, and 3-D patched
models are illustrated in Fig. 8. Here, both the transmitting and
receiving antennas are vertically polarized. The 3-D patched
model still has the best prediction accuracy with 2.77
dB and 3.39 dB. The measured and computed path losses
are shown in Fig. 9 when the receiving antenna is changed to
horizontal polarization. The 3-D patched model still gives the
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Fig. 8. The measured and predicted path losses of the 2.44-GHz radio wave
as a function of propagation distance. The transmitting and receiving antennas
are both vertically polarized.

Fig. 9. The measured and predicted path losses of the 2.44-GHz radio wave
as a function of propagation distance. The transmitting and receiving antennas
are vertically and horizontally polarized, respectively.

best agreement with 1.48 dB and 4.32 dB,
while the other models give even worse prediction accuracy
than in the previous case.

2) Propagation Around the Corner:Here, the 3-D patched
model, combined with the singly diffracted ray, is employed
to predict the path loss around the corner. In Fig. 10, the
computed path loss is compared with the measured result
along Route II (Tx 28–Tx 49) in Fig. 1. The horizontal axis
is the route distance , which is the accumulated distance
by summing the distance between the neighboring measured
points. It is seen that the predicted path loss is much larger
than that measured, except for the first point (Tx 28). By
checking our simulation results, as shown in Fig. 10, it is
found that the contribution from the reflected rays to the
receiver is very small in the out-of-sight (OOS) situation.
The magnitude of the received reflected field is even much

Fig. 10. The measured and computed path losses of 900-MHz radio prop-
agation around the corner. The predicted patch loss is computed by the
3-D patched model with inclusion of a singly diffracted ray. The path loss
computed by the 3-D patched model with the reflected rays only is also shown.

Fig. 11. The measured and predicted path losses of 900-MHz propagation
around the corner. The predicted path loss is determined by the 3-D patched
model with inclusion of the diffracted and transmitted rays.

smaller than that of the diffracted field by an order about
30 dB. This is because the reflected rays for the receiving
positions far away from the corner have been reflected more
than ten times before they are received. As for the receiving
positions near the corner, although the received rays have
fewer times of reflection, they still lead to a weak received field
strength since the incident ray at some reflection positions is
close to the normal incidence. Additional measurements in the
OOS situation indicate that the fields transmitted along Routes
T1, T2, and T3, shown in Fig. 1, should be included since
the interior walls are plasterboards with weak attenuation.
Therefore, the transmitting rays through interior walls are
traced. In Fig. 11, the computed path loss around the corner
is compared with the measurement result for the case of 900
MHz. The prediction accuracy is amazingly improved with
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Fig. 12. The measured and predicted path losses of 2.44-GHz propagation
around the corner. The predicted path loss is determined by the 3-D patched
model with inclusion of the diffracted and transmitted rays.

TABLE I
THE VALUES OFme AND �e. HERE, U OR P REPRESENTS THESIDEWALL

TREATED AS A UNIFORM OR PATCHED ONE, RESPECTIVELY. VV POL.
MEANS THAT BOTH THE TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING ANTENNAS

ARE VERTICALLY POLARIZED, AND VH POL. MEANS THAT THE

RECEIVING ANTENNA IS HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED INSTEAD

0.68 dB and 4.52 dB. For the case of 2.44 GHz,
the computed path loss compared with the measured result
has 1.85 dB and 7.57 dB, as illustrated in
Fig. 12, which is not so accurate. It is found that the first few
predicting points have larger errors since the transmitted rays
to these points propagate through the inside of the interior
walls, where the structure and materials strongly affect the
propagation.

V. CONCLUSION

In Table I, the values and for 900-MHz and 2.44-GHz
radio propagation in the hallway are listed for the patched and
uniform models. Although the 2-D and 3-D uniform models
provide a reasonable prediction accuracy in the 900-MHz case,
they are poor at 2.44 GHz, especially in the VH polarization
situation, which means that the transmitting and receiving an-
tennas are vertically and horizontally polararized, respectively.
It is because some small metallic objects are neglected, for
example, the metallic frame of the window, metallic handles
of the doors, and the metallic frame of ceiling. The objects
may have larger effects on the 2.44-GHz radio wave since their
size is comparable to the wavelength. The 3-D patched model,

including the physical propagation environment, always gives
the best and most consistent prediction accuracy. This model
may also be useful for predicting radio waves in large offices
with a proper choice of the reflecting boundary. When the radio
path lies around a corner, the fields transmitted through the
interior walls composed of plasterboards give the major con-
tribution to the received field instead of the diffracted waves.
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